
Requirements:
 Significantly enlarge floor area without extending towards backyard. 
 Existing house had only one bathroom, 3 bedrooms, and Kitchen was closed-off.
 Homeowners wanted views to the mountains from key spaces
 Existing garage was small and front roofline was low. Homeowners wanted a grand house.
Solution:
 Adding 1,890 SF to existing house, with a 2-story solution allowed for a 4-bedroom, 3.5 

bathrooms house, without encroaching into backyard space.
 Large Great room with Open-plan kitchen faces backyard. Both floors have high ceilings.
 Master bedroom, balcony and Den have beautiful views to mountains.
 Garage was expanded and can now accommodate two cars.
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BEFORE: The existing kitchen was narrow and closed-off. Having only one 
bathroom was not working for the clients, and three bedrooms were not 
sufficient for their family needs. The existing garage was narrow, and it was 
not possible to park two cars. 

BEFORE SITE PLAN 

BEFORE FLOOR PLAN 



AFTER: The two-story home design allowed not to encroach into the big 
beautiful backyard space, which the homeowners so much wanted to keep as is.
The spaces of all the existing rear rooms were combined to create a large Great 
room with nice views to the backyard from every point.
The garage was widened towards the left and has good space now to park two 
cars.

AFTER SITE PLAN 

AFTER PLAN - 1ST FLOOR 



AFTER: The Master bedroom is placed so the prime views of the mountains can be seen from the bedroom, attached Balcony and 
Den. The double-height (open to below) Living room and Den makes the central part of 2nd floor a very open space with views to 
the front street side and the backyard from the Den.
The Laundry is tucked in a custom-built low-height space, so the Den does not feel closed-off.

AFTER PLAN – 2nd FLOOR 



BEFORE: The existing front porch and garage roof line was low, which made the front of the house look small.
The house had just one roof spanning over the whole house, which made the architecture of the house look ordinary. The 
homeowners wanted to have a Modern looking house.



AFTER: The remodeled 2-story home is in Modern style with large balanced windows in black frames. Header heights of windows and Entry 
door at 8’ high and high plate heights on both floors makes the house look grand. The entry porch to the home is much larger than before. 2nd

floor is set inside from 1st floor footprint, so visually the mass looks appealing, and the flat roof over 1st floor goes with the Modern style.



BEFORE: The existing kitchen was 
narrow and closed-off.
The garage door in the middle of the 
kitchen further divided the usable 
counter space. 



AFTER: The new kitchen has cabinets in slab and frosted glass doors to go with the modern style. The large waterfall edge island 
with walnut cabinets adds a nice accent in the middle of this kitchen. The counter space and cabinet storage has hugely increased 
from before, and no circulation goes through the kitchen, which makes it very functional.



AFTER: The kitchen has views to the backyard and side yard with large windows. The whole Great room is filled with a lot of natural 
light. Floating shelves with a soft glow use the otherwise unusable corner space well.



BEFORE: The existing Living room was in a tight 
corner right next to the entry door, and with the 
circulation going all around, did not allow much 
space for the furniture. The homeowners wanted 
a large Family room.



AFTER: The new Family room is part of the Great room with very open plan and beautiful views to the backyard from every point. The overall 
plate height of 1st floor was raised to 10’, which visually makes all the spaces look huge! Coffered ceiling with cove lighting and beautiful 
chandelier draws attention to the ceiling.



AFTER: The cove lighting as seen from the Dining side. The remodeled 1st floor is very open in the connectivity of all spaces.



AFTER: The Entrance is double-height and looks grand.



AFTER: The staircase has cable-railing in modern style. Lights at the steps not only add to the aesthetics but light up the steps for someone 
coming down in the dark.



AFTER: The centrally located Den on 2nd floor gives an open landing spot from the staircase and has beautiful views to the backyard.



AFTER: The Laundry is tucked in a custom-built low-height space, so the Den feels open and can see the double-height area & street side 
views beyond. 



AFTER: Smartly tucked Laundry within the custom built space.



BEFORE: The existing Master bedroom was a small 
room with no attached bathrooms. The closet space was 
not sufficient.



AFTER: The new Master bedroom on 2nd floor is large and has priceless views to the mountains that the homeowners so much wanted.



BEFORE: There was only one bathroom in the house, 
and that too was smaller than the standard bathrooms. 
So the homeowners really wished for bigger and more 
bathrooms.



AFTER: The new Master bathroom is huge, and the homeowners are very happy to use it now! The vanity, mirror with built-in LED lights and the 
free-standing bathtub with sinuous curves are all in the modern style. Large tiles both on the floor and walls complement the modern style.



AFTER: The Master shower is large and quite a change of space from what the homeowners had before!



AFTER: The balcony attached to the Master bedroom provides a private sit-out for the homeowners to enjoy the beautiful views of the 
mountains and the backyard. Cable-railing is in the Modern style.



AFTER: The new ½ bath has a dramatic accent wall with wave 
tiles, which get further highlighted with the glow of the LED 
lights in the mirror. 
Tiles stretching below the floating vanity make this bathroom 
seem larger.



AFTER: The new Hall bath on 2nd floor has tiles carrying from 
floor ceiling. With high ceilings on the 2nd floor, all the spaces 
look large. The back wall of the shower has accent textured 
tiles.



AFTER: The choice of closet doors in all the bedrooms has been to create an 
element of beauty in these rooms.



BEFORE: View of the existing house from the backyard. The existing porch blocked the light to the interior spaces. One roofline 
over the entire house gave a plain architecture from the rear too.



AFTER: Now there are uninterrupted views to the backyard with large windows and doors, and the interior spaces have a lot of light.



AFTER: This Great room is the heart of the home, where the homeowners love to spend most of their time now!


